
Greetings from Cape Town, South Africa

We are excited to let you know that REGISTRATION IS OPEN! 
REGISTER NOW

REGISTRATION IS OPEN

ISTMA 16TH WORLD CONFERENCE > 6 - 8 NOVEMBER 2023

Experts from the world’s leading special machining and tooling companies share their experience and views on sustainable
development, technical advances in tooling, and skills development.

The conference will coincide with the INDABA Invest in Africa and All Africa Exhibition, and will be collectively branded as the
All Africa Expo ISTMA 2023.

INDABA  INVEST IN AFRICA > 9 NOVEMBER 2023
A platform that will boost Africa’s spirit of innovation offering unprecedented insight for investors, and global networking opportunities.

ALL  AFRICA EXHIBITION > 7 - 9 NOVEMBER 2023
This unique exhibition covers the full spectrum of manufacturing and tooling in five highly focused areas:

AFRICAN COUNTRY PAVILIONS: To showcase what African countries can offer manufacturing companies in terms of market potential,
government incentives and logistical support.

AFRICAN MANUFACTURING COMPANIES: Carefully selected manufacturers demonstrate the variety of highly innovative products in African
countries with high quality standards and technical sophistication.

AFRICAN TOOLING SYSTEMS MANUFACTURERS: Exhibiting the support capability of South African and African continental tooling industry to
design and manufacture, moulds, dies and advanced assembly systems.

MACHINE TOOL SUPPLIERS: Major international machine tool manufacturers providing cutting-edge technologies with fully established support
networks.

IMPORTERS OF TOOLING, MOULDS AND DIES: Strategic international partners supporting local industry with well-developed and support
supply chains.

www.sbs.co.za/istma2023/

GLOBAL MARKETING PARTNER INDUSTRY PARTNER

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSEVENT HOSTS

This is a unique and special event for manufacturing in Africa and a not-to-be-missed opportunity to meet and network with
industry leaders from around the globe, and source new business and partnerships.

We look forward to seeing you there.

Tapiwa Samanga
Group Chief Executive Officer, PtSA
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